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The NASA STEAM Innovation Lab is a makerspace approach to bringing NASA’s universe of knowledge into educational spaces around the country and to increase scientific
literacy and interest in science, technology, engineering, arts
and mathematics (STEAM) careers. Through a series of stations specializing in virtual reality, electronics, mobile sensors and 3-D fabrication, the NASA team has succeeded in
impacting over 82,000 educators and students, along with 1.6
million social media participants. An impact analysis reveals
that participants gain a lasting knowledge of STEAM content
from these hands-on experiences.

INTRODUCTION
The Innovative Pedagogy Report (Sharples et al., 2013) identifies education current trends with an eye towards identifying those that had the potential to stimulate major changes in education practice. One of them was
“maker culture” identified as a learning-by-making style that encourages
novel applications of technology across separate domains and ways of doing
work. Schön, Ebner and Kumar (2014), describe in detail how the handson experience of the Maker Movement dovetails with the learning-by-doing
and constructivist problem-based approaches favored by formal and informal educators. It is especially cited as a stimulating way to engage learners
in a variety of technical content areas, and to do so in a casual and engaging
way.
Hatch (2013) developed a strategy for the Maker Movement in which
the compelling motivation for this do-it-yourself (DIY) activity was distilled
into nine principles: Make, Share, Give, Learn, Tool-up, Play, Participate,
Support and Change. The motto used by a Maker Lab at MIT, called the
FabLab, is “Give ordinary people the right tools, and they will design and
build the most extraordinary things” (FabLabDC, 2014). It was first opened
in 2002 by Neil Gershenfeld (Gershenfeld, 2005). Since this pioneering
work, over 280 FabLabs have opened world-wide.
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The 21st century surge of interest in do-it-yourself (DIY) and maker
programs are actually modern names for the earlier concept of the amateur
scientist or hobbyist, which was what Maker activities were called in the
post-WWII era through the last half of the 20th century. Amateur astronomers, ham radio operators, and other hobbyists often toiled in their basements or garages to create instruments that were either not available commercially, or were prohibitively expensive. If one needed a short-wave radio, or a 6-inch telescope with a clock drive, frequently he or she would
build it from a published list of components or a purchased kit. Popular
Electronics magazine and its successor, Computers & Electronics, offered
the hobbyist a variety of construction projects from radios to digital computers, but stopped publishing these hobbyist-contributed projects in 1983.
In space science and astronomy, amateur rocketry clubs were commonplace,
and nearly every major city had an astronomy club with an amateur telescope maker’s (ATM) workshop. Sky and Telescope magazine had a section
called Gleanings for ATMs that allowed amateurs to submit articles on their
own telescope designs and a wide range of DIY equipment from photoelectric photometers to transistorized clock drives. This feature was eventually
discontinued in 1990.
The advent of the personal computer in the 1980s, followed by the social media revolution in the early 2000s set the stage for a transformation in
the approach and direction of DIY activities.
THE NASA STEAM INNOVATION LAB MAKERSPACE
In 2012, the NASA STEAM Innovation Lab (SIL) was inaugurated at
NASA’s Goddard Space Flight Center in Greenbelt, Maryland. It is a oneroom resource center and website offering the teacher, scientist, or engineer
a variety of tools in areas such as Virtual Reality, 3-D printing, and Mobile
Sensors, with the aim of fostering both education and DIY opportunities
for creative ‘play’. Its goal is to be a catalyst for generating NASA contentbased ideas using technology and to stimulate education for teachers and
learners alike (Cline, 2017). An individual or a group can propose a project idea and submit it to the SIL community of partners. The feedback provided by the broader NASA Space Science Education Consortium (NSSEC)
community through the STEAM Innovation Design Experiment (SIDE-bySIDE) telecons can then be used by the developer to adjust and improve
their design, fabrication or dissemination approaches, and identify other
partners interested in helping out.
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A defining feature of SIL that sets it apart from a typical makerspace
is that it takes advantage of NASA’s scientific and engineering knowledge
base to infuse prospective projects with science and engineering content.
For example, a 3-D LED light display programmed through Arduino can be
used to simulate aurora in a way that highlights scientific accuracy. NASA
science content on the origin and evolution of aurora is used to inform the
actual building and design of the 3-D imager to make it something more
than just an artistic display of moving colored lights. Versions of this device
can also be triggered into motion by a Tweeted space weather announcement that a solar storm is in progress.
Individuals use technology in the SIL setting to stimulate their science,
technology, engineering, arts and math (STEAM) learning via DIY, handson experiences. SIL follows the makerspace approach described by Stager
(2014) by providing tools and other physical resources in a physical location where these tools can be applied to developing their projects. This is
a different approach than the earlier hobbyist approach where one worked
in one’s own basement or garage and usually in isolation from other likeminded people. Like the makerspace concept, there are no restrictions on
the kinds of projects that can be undertaken in the SIL within reasonable
considerations of safety.
The NASA SIL actually got its start as a concept through a series of
education technology activities in 1999 within Native American and alternative education programs. They pursued individually-selected projects of
which the goals were to provide skill training and stimulation to students in
need of motivation to continue STEAM learning. By 2010, NASA’s Magnetospheric Multiscale (MMS) mission was pursuing student engagement
opportunities in 3-D printing of spacecraft parts and VR interactivity with
detailed spacecraft models, and physically combined these activities into a
teacher and experimenter resource laboratory. At about the same time, SIL
became more aware of the Maker Movement through the San Francisco
Maker Faire and through a NASA grant, that led to the broader concept of
the SIL as a NASA-focused makerspace.
Meanwhile, personnel in the SIL made contact with the International
Society for Technology in Education (ISTE) whose seminal work on developing coherent education standards in technology education (ISTE, 2007)
established what students need to know about technology and how to develop projects, learn basic skills, and apply critical thinking and planning
strategies. ISTE is one of the partner members of the NSSEC. ISTE’s expertise in curriculum development helps the SIL team develop and/or improve
upon projects that provide teachers access to cutting-edge technologies such
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as those related to digital fabrication. ISTE has taken the lead in emphasizing algorithmic thinking (computational thinking) in its recent production of
resources for the NSSEC. Its partnership with the SIL also provides broad
dissemination platforms for reaching K-12 communities of practice through
their established mechanisms (webinars, videos, workshops, websites, and
others).
The Technologies for Learning Consortium, Inc. (TLC) worked with
SIL to create a series of tools and surveys to evaluate presentations related
to SIL. TLC is the evaluator for the entire NSSEC. A second collaboration
with the University of North Texas Institute for the Integration of Technology into Teaching and Learning (IITTL) provided the research needed to
assess impact. IITTL provides its research findings to SIL and responds to
requests for specific research on identified education products and programs
in pedagogical practices. Specific examples of the types of research conducted, and findings produced by IITTL can be found in Knezek and Christensen (2020).

Figure 1. SIL stations and team members.
The SIL consists of five resource themes called ‘stations’ that each provides the basic tools to pursue self-directed projects: Virtual Reality, Design and Fabrication, Coding and Electronics, Mobile Sensors, and Digital
Learning Environments and Applications. The physical co-location of these
stations within the same room, as shown in Figure 1, ensures that there will
be cross-communication of ideas between participants and the opportunity
for multiple approaches to developing projects, with skills that cross many
thematic boundaries. For example, new systems developed in the coding
and electronics station to remotely measure body temperature are being investigated by researchers using the Mobile Sensors station to support citizen
science and K-12 projects. These stations are interchangeable depending on
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needs and trends. In the following sections, a brief introduction to each of
these stations is provided along with accomplishments to date.
Virtual Reality Station
The term virtual reality (VR) was coined by Jaron Lanier in 1989
(Krueger, 1991) to describe a collection of technologies such as computers, gloves, head-mounted displays and headphones that served as an alternative display of information beyond the 2-dimensional flat screen display.
There have been several evaluations of the effectiveness of VR/AR in an
educational environment such as Merchant et al. (2014), who suggested that
games, simulations, and virtual worlds were indeed effective in improving
learning outcome gains. More than six million students in the U.S. have
already experienced VR-based lessons (Kennedy, 2018). Nevertheless, VR
is still considered a nascent educational technology, not yet pervasive in the
K-12 education arena.
NASA has been involved in VR since the 1980s but only in the last few
decades have computers become fast enough, and the wearable technology light-weight enough to dramatically advance the applications. In 2018,
NASA’s OnSight program, which transported users to the surface of Mars,
won the 2018 Software of the Year Award for its immersive VR experience
using the data from the Curiosity Rover. These applications are, however,
very high-end and at the present time not in wide use due to their high cost
for students and the general public. With the advent of large numbers of inexpensive headsets such as Cardboard and Oculus Rift, along with a standing army of software developers pursuing new gaming opportunities, NASA
began to re-explore VR in a number of scientific and engineering settings.
Figure 2 shows an example of one such application, using HTC Vive with
extended reality to project a real-time view of the VR user into the virtual
view of the Earth from space, thereby enabling observers to also be in the
VR space and coach the learner manipulating the VR environment.
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Figure 2. Extended virtual reality in the SIL, coaching a learner from inside
the VR view of earth from space.
Among the first applications of VR in NASA’s space science missions
was through its educational opportunities. The MMS education team was
previously involved in rendering a model of the MMS spacecraft for 3-D
printing. By early 2015, the VR version of the spacecraft was completed just
in time for the launch of the mission. This MMS-VR technology was combined with the 3-D modeling and manufacturing to create keystone educational resources, which quickly evolved into the SIL.
The goal of the SIL VR initiative was to develop VR resources for formal and informal educators, and also to reach out to the scientists and engineers to demonstrate state-of-the-art VR techniques that could solve engineering and data analysis problems.
Among the earliest VR projects was a near-exact model of the Clean
Room at NASA Goddard during the time the MMS spacecraft was being
flight-readied. This model allowed the user to move around the full enclosure inspecting parts, instruments and a variety of other features in a high
level of realism. It uses the HTC Vive gaming technology that includes a left
and right-hand controller so that the visitor can physically interact with elements in the VR experience – analogous to, but with less functionality than,
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the older-style glove interfaces. The fidelity of this type of VR experience is
quite high and has inspired further use by NASA engineers.
In early 2017, a VR version of the SIL itself was created to be used as
a virtual space to demonstrate to the newcomers what the various development stations look like and what kind of resources can be found in the lab.
The VR team also created a model of Earth’s magnetic field that employed
real scientific data to create a fly-through experience of the various components of this field and its changes in time.
The launch of NASA’s Parker Solar Probe in 2018 led to the creation
of a VR model of the solar environment within which the Parker spacecraft
would operate. To make this work, 3-D data in volumetric form had to be
converted into a VR format that would execute efficiently to provide the full
experience in time and space. The most difficult aspect of this project was
the software development, and this was facilitated by the theoretical work
by Boyer (2018).
One of the next VR applications being designed will be that of a 3-D
viewable moon rock from the Apollo program. This rendering will convert
volumetric data into a VR environment from a CT-scanned moon rock and
will allow the user to walk through the interior of the rock, much as one
might consider viewing the interior of the human body via a CT or MRI
scan.
Design and Fabrication Station
Additive manufacturing, also called 3-D printing, is a rapid prototyping
technology developed by Kodama (1981) and Hull (1986) in which 3-D objects are fabricated from plastic using a photo-hardened polymer. This was
followed by the modern fused deposition modeling (FDM) process using
a metal or polymer fiber that is first liquified then hardened under contact
with previous layers. The first FDM 3-D Printer was commercially marketed in 1992.
In 2014, SpaceX was the first to fly a Falcon 9 rocket with a 3-Dprinted Main Oxidizer Valve body in one of the nine Merlin 1D engines
(SpaceX, 2014). This has been quickly followed by entire rocket engines
and even spacecraft being fabricated by 3-D printing. NASA and the European Space Agency (ESA) are even studying the fabrication of colony buildings and habitats before human occupancy for the Moon and Mars (NASA,
2015).
As the cost of 3-D printers plummeted in the 2000s, schools began
to investigate this technology as an adjunct to their STEAM programs in-
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cluding art programs focused on the potential for student creativity (Biggs,
2017). The opportunities for 3-D printing in education were discussed by
Mak (2014) who provided a step-by-step guide for teachers that connected
3-D printing to the ISTE Standards for Students (ISTE, 2007). Mak specified how to make the transition from an idea on paper to a physical object
through a process of design, fabrication and iteration.
In 2014, the application of 3-D printing to the fabrication of a spacecraft model for students was investigated by the MMS mission’s education
program. A variety of items were developed including highly detailed card
stock models, student generated models made with Lego bricks and eventually a full-scale model created by students in West Virginia. Work in these
areas led to the creation of products in support of the 2017 and 2024 total
solar eclipses including 3-D printable and paper printable pinhole projectors
for the USA (Figure 3) as well as each individual state.

Figure 3. 3-D printing at SIL produced a solar pinhole projector in the
shape of a map of the contiguous United States for the April 8, 2024 eclipse
(hence 4.8.24).
The SIL is investigating paper cutting techniques in which a special
cutter, printer and software can print a flat geometric pattern on heavy stock
paper that can be sent to the cutter to perforate and cut a variety of 3-D
shapes. While the 3-D design software is very similar to 3-D printers that
use filament, this technology functions as an inexpensive alternative to 3-D
printing, where only the outer surface of a 3-D shape is of interest, such
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as the general shape of a satellite body. Another major advantage of paper
cutting design and production systems used in space science camps or classroom environments, is that printing can be completed much more quickly
than with 3-D filament and may be used as prototyping for printing with
filament.
The SIL also develops 3-D printable teaching tools such as a scale
model of segments of the jagged surface of the sun or a scale model of the
Curiosity Rover for Mars. Many combine sophisticated 3-D design with objects already common in an educational environment. For example, using
common glass marbles and 3-D printed parts, students can learn about the
flow of fluids and electricity by directly experiencing the movement of particles (the marbles). By making their own design, students learn 3-D modeling, CAD (computer aided design), mechanical engineering principles, and
concepts such as optimization for desired performance and performance to
mass ratio.
Coding and Electronics Station
In the 1960s at the dawn of the Space Age, education in the United
States took an urgent turn to promote science and mathematics including
computer programming. Once the personal computer became a commonplace item in millions of homes, computer programming engaged students
not only in science and engineering but in gaming and other applications.
The advent of the smartphone app in the 2000s unleashed a new revolution
in coding applications for middle school and high school students, thanks to
the easy-to-use development packages that let any motivated student create
and publish their own apps. By 2016, nearly 40% of American schools offered coding classes (Google, 2016), and also encouraged summer participation in coding camps. Meanwhile, in 2011, a simple computer on a circuit
board was invented by UK engineers called Raspberry PI, which could be
used in a variety of robotic and other applications through its programmable
input and output ports (Cellan-Jones, 2011). By March 2018, sales of this
$25.00 computer reached 19 million units.
The early years of computer science education were filled with solving
technical problems. Modern coding classes are now engaged in developing
hands-on robotic applications or working directly with microcomputers attached to a variety of sensors and manipulative technologies to perform onthe-spot physical tasks. The advent of simple microcontrollers and coding
languages such as Arduino in 2003 has now expanded the popularity of the
coding experience.
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Arduino is an open-source electronics platform based on easy-to-use
hardware and software. Arduino boards are able to read and sense physical
inputs such as the light on a sensor, a finger on a button, or a Twitter message – and turn the detection into an output – activating a motor, or turning
on an LED among many other options. A worldwide community of makers
– students, hobbyists, artists, programmers, and professionals – has gathered
around this open-source platform; their collective efforts have resulted in a
vast amount of accessible knowledge that can be of great help to novices
and experts alike.
Currently, approximately 200,000 Arduino microcontrollers are being
used by home hobbyists and in schools as robotic interfaces. Students as
young as third graders are now able to work with Arduino systems to learn
elementary coding and circuit design (Cracking the Code, 2016). Their utility in a broader educational environment has also been demonstrated by Michalopoulos, et al. (2017).
The SIL has been actively involved in developing new applications
involving Arduino coding. This resource brings formal and informal educators, as well as the public, into contact with a wide range of measuring
systems including pre-coded, smartphone apps and Arduino-based, userprogrammable platforms. One application shown in Figure 4 is to simulate
auroral motion and coloration within a 3-D light cube.

Figure 4. Coding application at SIL of a light cube that displays authentic
auroral motion and coloration.
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The SIL is transitioning from Arduino to CircuitPython for embedded
microcontroller systems for education. The SIL research and development
team has found Python to be much easier to teach and much easier to use.
It is the most widely used programming language in terms of current programmer hours according to Rowe (2018). Writing in Python gives students
relevant, extensible work experience and skills.
Other coding and electronics activites are being explored. Almost from
its inception, NASA has been involved in designing human-machine interfaces that take advantage of multi-sensory modalities for collecting information. At the same time, developing resources for allowing sight-impaired
individuals to participate in scientific discovery and education has rapidly
evolved (Begault et al., 2010). The NSSEC is actively involved in the creation of environments that promote diversity and make content accessible
to all. To support this effort, SIL engineers are developing a hand-held
multi-sensory device that will orient the user in celestial coordinates, so that
they may locate any object in space. This device will help people understand where they are in the universe, and will make sky objects accessible to
people with vision impairments. SIL engineers are also developing a handheld instrument to teach remote sensing. Both of these devices have been
designed so that anyone who can solder can build them from parts available
from commercial hobbyist electronics suppliers.
Mobile Sensors Station
Smartphones provide a ready-to-go, app-based platform that is ubiquitous and familiar to hundreds of millions of users. For example, apps are
available that measure magnetic fields, light and sound intensity, acceleration, rotation, radiation backgrounds and temperature. These quantities form
the core of most physical science courses. However, students rarely have
access to suitable instruments to measure and explore these properties in a
quantitative way. The ubiquity of smartphones and a variety of no-cost apps
opens the door for formal and informal educators to create new activities
based upon these common, and often enjoyable, app systems.
The Mobile Sensors Station not only provides hands-on experiences
with smartphone and other sensor technologies, but allows participants to
compare sensor-derived measurements against professional-grade measuring systems such as light meters, magnetometers, and radiation dosimeters,
among others (Odenwald, 2020a; 2020b). Because of the mathematical nature of the mobile sensors experience, there is also a direct connection with
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mathematics across a broad range of skills, which is fostered through the
resources created by SpaceMath@NASA (Odenwald, 2020c).
Some citizen science activities involving sensors built into smartphones
have already been completed by the SIL research and development team. It
has been known since the time of Sir Isaac Newton in the 18th century that
the rotation of Earth causes the surface gravity at the equator to be slightly
lower than at the poles due to the centrifugal effect. As described by Odenwald (2019a), a crowdsourcing experiment called Earth Rotation Detection
was set up for which 560 participants from all over the world contributed
their data (Figure 5). This also led to a marginal detection of the effect, but
only when data from smartphone models of the same type were aggregated.
The conclusion was that the rotation of Earth via careful gravimetry was a
doable experiment with a smartphone sensor system.

Figure 5. Participants in smartphone gravity study at SIL.
This preliminary research in gravity detection via smartphone data
crowd sourcing has led to the subsequent creation of two documents: A
Smartphone Experimenter’s Guide (Odenwald, 2017a) and A Guide to
Smartphone Mathematics (Odenwald, 2017b). These are guides for engaging students in real-world data-gathering and statistical analysis of studentgenerated data taken with their own smartphones.
Of particular interest to space weather issues is variations in the local
magnetic field (variations of tens of nanoTeslas over minutes to hours). Usually, these measurements are made with precision magnetometers at specially-designed observatories, but the ubiquity of smartphone magnetometers
and simple-to-use apps led to the question of whether smartphones could be
used to detect these geomagnetic disturbances. The SIL was set up to mea-
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sure the detailed performance of several models of popular smartphones, including the iPhone 6s, Samsung Galaxy S8 and S9, and Samsung Note 5.
The results of this SIL investigation were published by Odenwald (2018)
and an example of a comparison is shown in Figure 6, which shows that the
smartphone measurements are not generally correlated with the weaker and
more common geomagnetic storm changes. Future research will determine
whether smartphones are able to detect the strong storm events that lead to
dramatic aurora displays.

Figure 6. Smartphone magnetometry at SIL showing actual geomagnetic
‘solar’ storm events (grey bars) and magnetometer data (plotted points).
As a means of calibrating smartphone magnetometer sensors, NASA
developers constructed a Helmholtz coil to generate very small magnetic
fields at the microTesla-level in a precise geometry. The objective is to simulate the effects of geomagnetic storms and to confirm their detectability at
suitable signal-to-noise ratios. The goal is to design a citizen science project
for the upcoming solar cycle to detect large geomagnetic storms, and create
the first movie of such disturbances in a movie-like format from the crowdsourced observations around the world.
Digital Learning Environment and Applications Station
Today’s educational landscape is greatly impacted by the wealth of information that is available through a number of web applications, virtual
environments, and gaming resources. In the SIL, participants are invited to
further explore and provide input to a variety of digital learning environments and applications. That input is collected and shared with developers.
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Helioviewer (helioviewer.org) is a powerful software data program for
visualizing the Sun in different wavelengths using spacecraft observations.
By adding a “Print-to-3D” feature that would send the images to be printed
on a 3-D Printer, Helioviewer could be made more accessible to the blind
and visually impaired, and allow an additional way to study sunspots and
other solar phenomena. The SIL is studying this prospect for possible implementation in the future.
Whyville (whyville.net) is a virtual world where children ages 8 to 15
play, explore, create and learn together. From solving math puzzles to protecting coral reefs, from programming robots to running virtual businesses,
Whyville’s citizens, known as Whyvillians, collaborate, compete and share
while engaging in 100+ games and activities. Several of the space-related
informal learning activities available for free to the more than eight million
registered users were developed with support from NASA in the past. Prospects for new developments related to current and future space missions are
under consideration.
Eclipse Soundscapes (eclipsesoundscapes.org) was created by Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory with NSSEC for the 2017 eclipse across
America as a free, educational application that is available on both iOS and
Android platforms (Winter, 2017). The app focuses on accessibility via a
multisensory experience that includes audio descriptions of an eclipse in
both real time and post eclipse for educational purposes, and an interactive
“rumble map” that utilizes haptic technology in a unique way to allow users to understand the eclipse through touch and sound. From 2017-2019,
the app was downloaded 67,000 times plus a Facebook reach of 24,028,
and 50,374 Twitter impressions. It also generated 28 stories in the media,
and six publications specifically for the blind and visually impaired (Hurst,
2017). Further developments will involve the English Language Learners
(ELL) and the Spanish speaking community for future eclipses.
Infiniscope (infiniscope.org) was created by ASU’s School of Earth and
Space Exploration and NASA’s Science Mission Directorate. It provides a
virtual space to connect users with cutting edge space exploration experiences that inspire curiosity, excitement, engagement, and confidence. For instance, the Phases of the Moon module allows students to explore a model
of lunar phases that contains errors that need to be corrected. In the SIL users can explore other modules as well, such as those covering eclipses and
mass extinctions, and provide user input to an existing program.
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DISSEMINATION AND IMPACT
Since its formal inception in 2012, SIL staff have given over 100 presentations on SIL activities and progress to diverse audiences of prospective participants at a variety of venues. Audiences have ranged from major,
national conference participants to groups of local educators. The specific
venues and audiences reached during the 2018-2019 period are summarized
in Table 1 for educators, students and the general public, with the major
categories of talks, tours, events and social media sequentially indicated in
column 1 by the unshaded and shaded rows. This outreach included 2,115
participants in eight major talks; 613 participants in 12 tours; 17,960 participants in 12 major events; and an estimated 1.7 million viewers in eight
social media events. Excluding the social media component, SIL outreach
and dissemination involving 38 events attracted 20,668 educators, students
and scientists during this two-year period.
Table 1
Dissemination Impact for SIL Activities in 2018 and 2019
Educators

Students

Public

K12 Schools Talk

Talk, Tours, Events, Social Media

105

1175

100

ISTE – STEAM Lab Talk

100

The Fed. Govt. and Making Talk

200

Girl Scouts Talk

60

AGU Flash Posters and Talks
SITE2019 Conference Talk

170
50

STEAM Lab Talks at NASA

125

Univ. of N. Texas Lab Camp Talk

20

Bethesda Game Studios Tour
Einstein Fellows Tour

30
12

Girl Scouts & Make-a-Wish Tour

10
63

HoloGLOBE Creators Tour
2

47

5

16

24

SciFi Writer Tour
STEAM Mentoring Tour

2
2

NASA Intern Tour
NASA Personnel Tours

10

15
15

2
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Educators

Students

Public

K12 Students and Teachers Tour

60

119

10

College Student & Teachers Tour

6

42

105

Toronto’s First Nation Tour

7

Government Personnel Tour

4

AGU Fall Meeting

120

15
3000

AwesomeCon

300

Capitol Hill Maker Meeting

300

Earth Day 2018 and 2019

400

Escape Velocity Convention

1000

ISTE Conventions

1142

4000

GSFC Science Jamboree

3752

Maryland Library Association

200

SciAct annual NASA Meeting

220

Science & Eng. Festival

1000

Sun Earth Day at AMNH

2500

UNT Space Camp Visit

6

20

SIL Dispatch/Newsletter

681

Eclipse Webcast

1600000

Lab Radio Talk

5000

TEDx Talk

300

SIDE by SIDE Zoom Mtg.

2800
20

Virtual Webinar

30

New SIL Poster

80000
Totals

82,314

82,314

1,881 1,881

1,625,324

Note: Shading added to separate the table sections in this sequence:
talks(shaded), tours (unshaded), events(shaded) and social media (unshaded).
EVALUATION
In May 2019, the SIL team hosted seven interactive stations and gave
three flash talks at the Maryland and Delaware Library Association conference. Many libraries are developing makerspaces and previous discussions
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with the leadership indicate a strong interest in NASA technology and content. The annual conference was attended by staff from Maryland (196) and
Delaware (36) public libraries. A sample of attendees (40) from those who
visited the booth completed a survey. The 40 surveyed attendees reported a)
they already have makerspaces (50%); b) they will pursue one or more of
the NASA ideas they learned about (75%); c) they will visit the SIL website
(97%). SIL is actively pursuing relationships with several libraries that are
ready to implement the NASA technologies. Table 2 indicates the kinds of
stations they could envision as part of their makerspace offerings. For most
surveys, multiple station offerings were being considered so that the percentages do not add up to 100%.
Table 2
SIL Stations and Programs Provided in Libraries
SIL Stations and Programs

Percentage

Mobile Sensors

15%

Design and Fabrication - 2D Printing

25%

Design and Fabrication - 3D Printing

30%

Digital Learning Env & Apps

30%

Coding and Electronics

48%

Virtual Reality

53%

NASA Family Science Night

50%

Afterschool Universe

40%

In June 2019, seven stations from the SIL were installed for four days
as a NASA Playground at the national ISTE conference in Philadelphia, PA.
It is estimated that over 4000 people visited one or more stations. Of the
136 surveys collected and summarized in Table 3, a) 95% rated the NASA
playground as very interesting and useful (9.0 or above out of 10); 21%
would like to connect with the SIL; 66% signed up to receive the SIL newsletter; 34% would like to connect the SIL with their makerspace. The VR,
sensor and 3D printing stations prompted the most ideas for use.
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Table 3
Visitor Average Ratings of NASA STEAM Innovation Lab Stations
at the ISTE 2019 Conference
Evaluation Item
Mobile Sensors

Ratings
Interesting

Useful

8.0

8.6

Dig Fab/Design: 3D Printing/Paper cutting

8.9

8.7

Digital Learning Environment & Apps

8.7

8.4

Coding & Electronics

8.8

8.5

VR/Mixed Reality

9.2

8.6

Assistive Technology

9.0

8.7

Planetarium

9.3

8.5

Note: Ratings are on a scale of 1 (lowest) to 10 (highest).
Between October 28-30, 2019, SIL research and development team
members installed their stations in a large area of the NASA Goddard library. Over 250 Goddard staff attended the two-day event; 55 completed
surveys on what they visited; and 74 signed up for the newsletter. Table 4
shows the survey results for N=39 participants on a scale of 1-10 with 10
being the highest level of satisfaction. Visitors rated the eight stations both
interesting and useful (8.2 to 9.4/10).
Table 4
Visitor Average Ratings of the NASA STEAM Innovation Lab Stations at
the NASA GSFC Library in 2019
Evaluation Item

Ratings
Interesting

Useful

Mobile Sensors

8.6

8.8

Digital Fabrication & Design: 3D Printing/Paper cutting

8.9

9.0

Soundscapes

9.2

8.8

Coding & Electronics/Digital Web Apps

9.4

9.1

VR/Mixed Reality

9.4

9.2

Looking Glass Holographic Display

9.2

8.7

Student Demo: Holographic Monitor

9.2

8.2

Afterschool Universe

9.4

9.4

Note: Ratings are on a scale of 1 (lowest) to 10 (highest).
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RESEARCH ON IMPACT
A research team from the University of North Texas has conducted
studies on SIL technologies implemented in learning environments since
2017. Based on three consecutive years of assessment of impacts of weekend and summer space science camps for children at the middle school level, evidence is emerging that a) content knowledge gains are rapid and persistent beyond individual space science events; b) space science interest/enthusiasm rises rapidly during and even before space science events, but also
wanes rapidly, unless the space science activities are reinforced (perhaps by
teachers in classrooms); c) long term attitudes (dispositions) toward space
science rise more slowly than enthusiasm and interest, greatly benefitting
from deeper immersion in repeat-exposure activities. However, once positive dispositions toward space science emerge, they appear to persist. These
and other findings are described in more detail in a separate article in this
issue (Knezek & Christensen, 2020).
CONCLUSION
The NASA STEAM Innovation Lab (SIL) recognizes that infusing
NASA content through innovative and creative means while ensuring ongoing connections to NASA subject matter experts is vital for nurturing a new
generation that can effectively steward our planet while setting our aim to
the stars.
Our goal is to bring NASA’s universe of knowledge into educational
spaces around the country and to increase scientific literacy and interest in
STEAM careers. It is our job to continually share ideas from the SIL with
people outside NASA who can then explore, create and share the universe
with NASA and each other. These goals can only be achieved if SIL continually builds upon the knowledge gained through ongoing research with partners such as those from the University of North Texas (UNT) who assess the
impact of SIL activities on STEAM learning and dispositions. Those findings
are brought back to the SIL and NASA community for ongoing refinement of
SIL initiatives. The team then disseminates findings to educators, parents, and
the scholarly community for fast tracking research into policy and practice.
This approach helps ensure that our formal and informal education systems
produce future generations with interest in becoming NASA scientists, technologists, engineers, (artists) and mathematicians while educating and promoting interest in space science more broadly throughout society.
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